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1. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
Through study of electrical network connections, Anderson and Duffin [2] 
introduced the concept of parallel sum of two Hermitian semidefinite matrices, 
and subsequently Anderson [l] defined a matrix operation, called shorted 
operation to a subspace, for each Hermitian semidefinite matrix. If A and B 
are impedance matrices of two resistive n-port networks, then their parallel 
sum A:B is the impedance matrix of the parallel connection. If ports are 
partitioned to a group of s ports and to the remaining group of n-s ports, then 
the shorted matrix A, to the subspace VI2 spanned by the former group is the 
impedance matrix of the network obtained by shorting the last n-s ports. 
Parallel addition and shorted operation can be defined on the class of all 
bounded positive linear operators on a Hilbert space and are of great interest 
from the point of view of operator theory. In fact, Anderson and Trapp [3] 
pushed through this program and studied fundamental properties of these 
operations and their interconnections. 
Our purpose in this paper is to give some characterizations of parallel 
addition and shorted operation among operations on the class of all positive 
operators on a Hilbert space. Theorem 1 will show that the series-parallel 
inequality and the transformer inequality are, in some sense, characteristic for 
parallel addition. In Theorem 2, shorted operation is recovered through 
commutativity with parallel addition, while Theorem 3 will characterize 
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shorted operation in terms of some inequalities of concave type. In the final 
section we make some comment on range inclusion relations associated with 
shorted operation and parallel addition. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper we shall be concerned with (bounded linear) operators on a 
complex Hilbert space !+j. The range of an operator T will be denoted by 
ran(T). A Hermitian operator A will be called positive if the quadratic form 
(/lx, x) 3 0 for all x E 9. For two Hermitian operators A and B, we denote 
r-l > B if A - B is positive. The unique positive square root of a positive 
operator A will be denoted by N2. A projection will always mean a Hermitian 
projection. Convergence is understood as strong convergence unless con- 
vergence in norm is mentioned explicitly. 
Given a closed subspace ‘9J1 of !$, the shorted operator Am of a positive 
operator ;2 to ‘9JZ is defined as the maximum of all positive operators B such 
that B < 4 and ran(B) C W. The existence of such a maximum is guaranteed 
by Anderson and Trapp [3, Theorem 11, but it was pointed out far earlier 
by Krein [7, Theorem I]. The operation A M Am will be called the shorted 
operation to ‘9Jl. anderson and Trapp [3, Theorem 61 showed that shorted 
operation admits the following variational description (minimum power 
principle) : 
(&Jp, x) = y~&w + Y), x + Y> for x: tz fi, (1) 
where 9J)Jl’- is the ortho-complement of 9JL 
Given two positive operators A and B, we observe the operator on direct 
sum Jj @ 5 with (operator) matrix (4 &&). Now the parallel sum A:B is 
defined as the restriction of the shorted operator 
to the subspace 9 @ (01, identified with $ itself. Then we have by (1) 
(4: Bx, X) = inf{(Ay, y) + (Bz, z); x = y + z} for x E $i. (4 
The binary operation (-4, B) t+ A:B will be called parallel addition. The 
following formula, derived from (2), is often of use: 
A:B = (A-’ + B-l)-l if B and B have bounded inverse. (3) 
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We can see immediately from the definition that shorted operation has the 
following properties (cf. [3]): 
(i) &II<-~, 
(ii) (arA)m = C&J) for ry > 0, 
(iii) (Armb = Aw , 
(iv) ;2m + Bm < (kl + Bh . 
Correspondingly, we can derive immediately from (2) that parallel addition 
satisfies the following conditions (cf. [3]): 
(I) A:B = B:A, 
(II) (A:B): C = -4: (B:C), 
(III) (~4): (orB) = cs(A:B) for a: > 0, 
(IV) ,4:/l = $4, 
(V) A:B + C:D <(A + C):(B + D), 
(VI) T*(A:B) T < T*AT: T*BT, for every operator T, 
(VII) If A, (resp. B,) converges decreasingly to -4 (resp. B) then so does 
A,: B, to ,4:B. 
Condition (V) means that the impedance of a series-parallel connection is 
greater than that of a parallel-series connection. T*AT is the impedance 
when a transformer is connected. Therefore, (VI) means that the impedance 
of parallel connection with transformer first is greater than that with trans- 
former last. 
The important interconnections between parallel addition and shorted 
operator were established by Anderson and Trapp [3, Theorem 121: 
A: UP converges to ABl in norm as a! + co, (4) 
where P is the projection to the subspace 91. In particular, since gsj = A, 
for all A by definition, 
(VIII) -4: (Y converges to 9 in norm as 01-+ co. 
An important consequence of (4) is the commutativity of parallel addition 
and shorted operation: 
(A:B)m =Am:B =A:B&. (5) 
3. PARALLEL ADDITION 
In the preceding section we pointed out that parallel addition satisfies 
condition (I) to (VIII). Our main result in this section is to show that these 
conditions single out parallel addition. To this end, the following lemma on 
functional equations plays a basic role. 
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LEMMA [4, Theorem 4.11. Let @ be a function dejkd on [0, co) x [0, co) 
with aalue in [0, a). If @ satisjes the following conditions: 
(4 @(a, P) = @(B, 4, 
(B) @(@(a, B), Y) = @(a, WA Y)), 
CC) @(F, r/3 = Y@(% B) for Y 3 0, 
(D) @(a, p) < @(a’, fl’) for 01 < CX’ and /3 < /?‘, 
(E) @(I, 0) = 1, 
then either @ has the form 
@(a, P) = max(a, P) for 01, P t 0, 
or there is a constant 0 <p < co such that 
@(a, p) = (a” + pyp for c$ p > 0. 
In particular, if @(l, 1) = 2 in addition, then 
@(a, p) = a + j3 for (Y, /3 > 0. 
THEOREM 1. A binary operation (12, B) H A 0 B on the class of allpositive 
operators turns out to be parallel addition, i.e., A 0 B = A:B for all positive 
operators -4 and B, zy and only if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(I) -4oB=BoJ, 
(II) (-4 0 B) 0 C 1 A 0 (B c C), 
(III) (tiA) 0 (aB) = ,(A 0 B) for a 2 0, 
(IV) -4 0 rl = $4, 
(V) AoB+CoD<(tZ+C)o(B+D), 
(VI) T*(d 0 B) T < T*AT 0 T*BT for every operator T, 
(VII) If A, (resp. B,) conoerges decreasingly to A (resp. B) then so does 
A, 0 B, to -4 0 B, 
(VIII) -4 0 a converges to A in norm as 01 ---f 03. 
Proof. Suppose that a binary operation (A, B) F+ ,4 - B satisfies condi- 
tions (I) to (VIII). Let us show that if a projection P commutes with A and B 
then P commutes with -4 0 B, and more precisely 
,4P 0 BP = P&4 o B) = (-4 0 B) P. (6) 
In fact, since commutatirity implies 
A = PAP + (1 - P) A(1 - P) and B=PBP+(l -P)B(l -P), 
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it follows from (V) and (VI) that 
AoB>PAPoPBP+(l -P)A(l -P)o(l -P)B(l -P) 
>,P(AoB)P+(l -P)(AoB)(l -P). 
Therefore, the operator 
c = A 0 B - P(A 0 B) P - (1 - P) (iz 0 B) (1 - P) 
is positive with 
PCP= (1 - P)C(l -P)=O. 
Then by positivity of C we conclude that 
CP = C(1 -P)= 0, hence c = 0, 
which obviously implies the expected commutativity of P and A o B. 
Since scalars commute with all projections, it follows from the above that 
for each pair CL, /3 the operator 010 /3 commutes with all projections, conse- 
quently 010 fl must be a scalar. We consider the scalar function @ of two 
positive variables, defined by 
@(cd, /I) = (a-1 0 p-y for 01, /3 > 0, (7) 
which has meaning because by (IV) and (V) 
01-l 0 /3-l 3 +min(&, p-l) > 0. 
Now it follows from (I), (II), (III), and (V) that 
(4 @(a, 6) = @(A 4, 
(B) @P(cG 81, Y) = @(a, @(#h r>>, 
(Cl @(m rP> = Y@(% PI for y > 0, 
P) @(a, P) < @k-J, P’> for a! < 01’ and /3 < 8’. 
On the basis of (A) and (D) we can extend @ over [0, co) x [0, 00) by the 
formula 
and 
qz, 0) = qo, a) = pr+ @(a, /3) 
qo, 0) = 0. 
The extended function satisfies also conditions (A) and (D), and 
(E) @(I, 0) = 1, 
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because by (VIII), 
@(I, 0) = F-5 @(I, l/n) = kE(l 0 n)-’ = 1. 
Now, since @ satisfies conditions (A) to (E) and @(I, 1) = 2 by (IV), it 
follows from the lemma of Bohnenblust that 
@(a, 8) = a + B for Q, /3 > 0. (8) 
Since by (3) 
(lx-’ + p-y = ccp for (Y, /3 > 0, 
(7) and (8) implies 
and consequently, by continuity 
acj3=a:/3 for ff, /3 3 0. (9) 
For a positive operator A, in view of the spectral theorem (cf. [8, Sect. 107]), 
there exists a sequence {JR} such that A, 2 8, 3 ... and rZ, converges to -4 
and such that each -4, has the form 
where 01 n,i 3 0 (i = 1, 2,..., Eli = N(n)) and P,,i are projections such that 
P,,$ . Pn,j = 0 (i fj) and fi P,,i = 1. 
Since B, commutes with each P,,, we have by (6) and (9) 
and correspondingly 
N 
&4,: 1 = r (a,$ 1) P”,f 
i=l 
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hence 
A,01 =A,:1 (n = 1, 2,...). (10) 
Now it follows from (10) and (VII) that 
iz 0 1 = lim A, c 1 = lim A,: 1 = A:l. n+r, n+a (11) 
To get the final goal, we remark that if a positive operator C has bounded 
inverse, then 
C(A 0 B) c = (C&2) 0 (CBC). (12) 
In fact, (VI) implies 
C(A 0 B) c < (C4C) 0 (CBC) and C-l(C4C 0 CBC) C-l < A 0 B. 
Now, for arbitrary positive operators A and B, since (B $- l,in)i/* has bounded 
inverse for each n > 0, we have by (ll), (12) and (VII) 
.4oB=li+iAo(B+l/n) 
= l$(B + l/n)‘/* {(B + l/n)-ll* A(B + l:‘n)-“* 0 I> (B + l/n)liz 
= bi(B + l/n)V {(B + l/n)+* A(B + l,‘n)-l’*: l} (B + l,:n)‘,” 
= gz A:(B + l/n) = -4:B. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1, conditions (I), (II), (III), (IV), and 
(VIII) are used only for scalars, and condition (VI) is used only for positive T. 
4. SHORTED OPERATION 
In Section 2, parallel addition is defined in terms of shorted operation, and 
the latter is recaptured from the former by (4). We shall first characterize 
shorted operation through commutativity with parallel addition. 
THEOREM 2. An operation r(.) on the class of positive operators coincides 
with shorted operation to some closed subspace 1111, i.e., r(A) = Am for every 
positive operator -4, if and only if it satisJies the following conditions: 
(a) 7r(orA) = OL * 7r(A) for a > 0, 
(b) z-(.4: B) = r(A): B = -4: r(B). 
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Proof. In Section 2 we pointed out that shorted operation satisfies (a) 
and (b). 
Suppose that an operation n(.) satisfies (a) and (b). Then we have 
1: nn(1) = 1: z-(n) = a(l: n) = z(l): n. (13) 
Since by (VIII) the sequence n(l): n converges to a(l) in norm as n -+ co, 
1: n7r( 1) converges increasingly to +I). In view of the spectral theorem (cf. 
[S, Sect. 1071) ~(1) admits spectral representation 
?T(l) = J-Om h dP(A) 
where P(h) are projections such that P(h) < P(p) for X < TV, 
lim P(p) = P(h) and p-d+ F-2 P(A) = 1. 
Then we have by the spectral representation 
n(l) > A(1 - P(h)) for h > 0. (14) 
It follows from (4), (13) and (14) that 
7r(l) = lim 1: nn(1) 3 iim 1: nh(1 - P(h)) = 1 - P(h), n+m 
and consequently, 
T(1) > 1 - P(0). (15) 
On the other hand, since ran(n(1)) is contained in 9X = ran(1 - P(O)), we 
have 
Now for each positive operator A it follows from (a) and (b) combined with 
(4), (15), and (16) that 
and similarly 
?T(A) = p:, 77(A): n = g A: M(l) 
2 !I$: n(1 -P(O)) = AgJJ , 
r(A) < iFa A:n /I 7r(l)[l (1 - P(0)) = Am . 
Therefore, the operation rr coincides with the shorted operation to 9.X 
The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 1 for parallel addition. 
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THEOREM 3. An operation CT(.) on the class of all positive operators turns 
out to be the shorted operation to some closed subspace !Vl, i.e., n(A) = Am 
for every positke operator A, if and only if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(9 44 d A, 
(ii) ?r(olA) = 01. n(A) for L-i > 0, 
(iii) T(TT(A)) = T(A), 
(iv) n(d) + n(B) < P(A + B), 
(v) 4A + n(B) C+-9) < 44 + 0) CG), 
(vi) ~(~4~) < ~(-4)~. 
Proof. In Section 2 we pointed out that the shorted operation to a closed 
subspace 9131 satisfies (i) to (iv). Also (v) follows immediately from (1) because 
Bmy = 0 for every 3’ E ‘W. To see (vi), let 
A,, = A + l/n and B, = P + l,‘n 
where P is the projection to ‘9.X. Since 4, and B, have bounded inverses, it 
follows from (3) that for m > 1 
(A,: mB,)-” = (L4;1 + m-‘B;‘)’ 
= (1 + m-l) Ai2 + m-‘(1 + m-l) Bi2 - rn-l(A,l - B,1)2 
< (1 + m-l) (A;’ + rn-‘B,‘) = (1 + m-l) (An2: mBn2)-l. 
Since order relation between two positive operators is reversed by forming 
respective inverses, we have 
m(l + m)-l (An2: mBn2) < (A,: mB,)2. 
By (VII) the sequences A,2: rnBn2 and (A,: mB,)2 converge to A”: mP and 
(A: mP)2 respectively as n -+ 00, hence 
m(1 + m)-l (A2: mP) < (A: mP)2. (17) 
By (4) the left side of (17) converges to (A2)m while the right side does to 
(A&2. This proves (vi) for shorted operation. 
Suppose, conversely, that an operation n(.) satisfies conditions (i) to (vi). 
It follows from (i) and (vi) that 
0 < n(l) < 1 and x(1) = .rr(12) G n(l)2, 
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which implies immediately that n(l) is a projection. Let !U denote the range 
of rr( I). Now in view of (ii) we have only to show that 
n(A) = *4m for0 <A < 1. 
Let 0 < L4 6 1. Then since n(A) < n( 1) by (iv), ran(z(A)) is contained in 911, 
so that we conclude from (i) and the definition of shorted operation that 
n(A) < Am . (18) 
Then it follows from (18), (iii) and (iv) that 
77(&J - n(d)) + ?(A) = 7i-(&~ - 7-r(A)) + ++A)) < n(Arm) < n(A), 
hence 
n(AJJ; - 7r(A)) = 0. (19) 
Now, since (18) implies 
77( 1) - (Jw - ?+I)) = n(l) [77(l) - (A!JJi - n(A))] n(l), 
applying (vi) we have by (19), 
hence, 
n(l) = +%Jt - r(4)) + [x(l) - @!JJt - T(A>)ll 
< ?T(AgJj - ST(A)) + 7(l) - (.4’w - n(4)) 
= n(1) - (YIm - ?$A)); 
&+lqJJ < 7r(.4). 
This together with (18) concludes the proof. 
5. RANGE INCLUSION 
Remarkable properties of parallel addition and shorted operation from the 
point of view of range inclusion have been discussed by Anderson and Duffin 
[2] and Anderson [I] in the finite-dimensional case and by Fillmore and 
William [6] and Anderson and Trapp [3] in the general case: for positive 
operators A, B and a closed subspace !VI, 
(a) ran(i41s$) = ran(rZ112) n 9331 [3, Theorem 11, 
(a’) ran(Am) 2 ran(A) f7 VI, 
(/3) ran((d:B)1/2) - ran(-Pi”) n ran(B1i2) [3, Theorem 111, 
(p’) ran(A:B) 2 ran(A) n ran(B). 
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On the other hand, we showed in the course of the proof of Theorem 3 
(a”) (~“)rm < (&)2, 
(g) AZ: B2 < 2(A:B)2. 
We remark that (01”) (resp. @“)) can be considered to give quantitatiwe expres- 
sion to (CL) (resp. (8’)). In fact, for instance, by (CC) applied to A2, relation (cy’) 
is equivalent to 
ran(A& > ran((A2)g) 7 
which says, by a result of Douglas [5], that there is a constant y > 0 such that 
(A2h < r(~4sJ2)2. 
We can take y = 1 by (a”). 
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